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RECEIVEO-DOCKETiNG DiV KassandraMccleety 
2313EastcleftDr 

201*1 SEP 19 PH 2 M 3 Columbus,OH43221-185l 

Jul 28,2014 P U C O 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetttive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Kassandra Mccleety 
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Graciela Mino 
walsh aye 
Colurabus, OH 43223 

Jul 28,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty poUution. 

Sincerely, 
Graciela Mino 



Joanne Gerson 
7714 Stonehenge Dr 
Montgomety, OH 45242-6206 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty poUution. 

Sincerely, 
Joanne Gerson 



Victoria Parks 
3732 West St Apt 2 
Cincinnati, OH 45227-4305 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Pear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's raarket prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while confributing to climate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercuty poUution. 

Sincerely, 
Victoria Parks 



Marilyn Herbert 
101 HickotyDr 
New Madison, OH 45346-9767 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Marilyn Herbert 



Jereray Stubbs 
2372 Nichols Rd 
Harailton, OH 45013-9346 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bah out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competittve with 
today's market prices for electricity, andthey spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation, 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Jeremy Stubbs 



Jaraes Huffman 
1298 WildwoodRd 
Toledo, OH 43614-2815 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilittes' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negattvely impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
James Huffman 



Elaine Mcsweeney 
6062 Hildenboro Dr 
Dublin, OH 430I7-I867 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not competttive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincere lŷ  
Elaine Mcsweeney 



Karen and Robert O'Brien 
3947 Hill Park Rd 
Hilliard, OH 43026-8082 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Karen and Robert O'Brien 



Zella Nisley 
7555 Selby Rd 
Attiens, OH 45701-9374 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetttive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Zella Nisley 



Angela Stertz 
8007 Riverside Dr 
Dublin, OH 43016-9521 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollutton and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercuty pollutton. 

Sincerely, 
Angela Stertz 



Jon Barlow Hudson 
POBox 710 
Yellow Springs, OH 45387-0710 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and mercuty pollution. 

The polar ice caps are raehing. What raore irrefutable evidence do you 
need? 

Sincerely, 
Jon Barlow Hudson 



Toni Fader 
1694GrandleCt 
Cincinnati, OH 45230-2211 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetttive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negattvely impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Toni Fader 



Kurt Kaptur 
14545 Madison Ave 
Lakewood, OH 44107-4325 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollutton. 

Sincerely, 
Kurt Kaptur 



Phyllis Oster 
1630 Juniper Dr 
Bowling Green, OH 43402-3485 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into Our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Phyllis Oster 



Diana Jaraes 
4216 Penn lyn Ave 
Dayton, OH 45429-2963 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Diana Jaraes 



Janet Dubas 
6800 Northcliff Ave 
Brooklyn, OH 44144-4049 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetttive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Janet Dubas 



Karen Holub 
1013 Lee Rd 
Troy, OH 45373-1883 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Holub 



Laura Colston 
603 Wooster Pike 
Terrace Park, OH 45174-103 7 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Laura Colston 



Phoebe Borman 
525 Washington St 
Port Clinton, OH 43452-1934 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not competittve with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Phoebe Borman 



Keith Gragg 
108 E High St 
Mount Gilead, OH 43338-1432 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttlities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Keith Gragg 



Ruth Ware 
1817 State Route 83 
Millersburg, OH 44654-9445 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not competttive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ruth Ware 



Joe Wolf 
1613 Hawthorne Dr Apt 8 
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124-3094 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Joe Wolf 



Dan Sponseller 
781 Park St 
Columbus, OH 432I5-I868 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not competittve with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in additton to costtng 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollutton. 

Sincerely, 
Dan Sponseller 



Russell Chadwell 
97 Regency Park Blvd 
Maineville, OH 45039-7950 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negattvely irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Russell Chadwell 



Barb Deleone 
518 Wring Dr 
Tallmadge, OH 44278-1520 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilittes' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollutton. 

Sincerely, 
Barb Deleone 



Sherrie Rozniecki 
4845 Highlands Dr 
Delaware, OH 43015-7837 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Sherrie Rozniecki 



Martha Baldoni 
731HickotySt 
Pertysburg, OH 43551-2448 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Martha Baldoni 



Ellen Worthington 
4310 ChurchiU Blvd 
University Heights, OH 4411; 
3912 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ellen Worthington 



Anthony Rarape 
14519 State Route 65 
Wapakoneta, OH 45895-9751 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Anthony Rarape 



Christopher Hoot 
2765 Bailey Rd 
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221-2263 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Christopher Hoot 



Nancie Beaven 
892 New England Ave 
Dayton, OH 45429-5921 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty poUution. 

Sincerely, 
Nancie Beaven 



Dallas Howard 
6824 Kristi Lynne Ln 
Toledo, OH 43617-1279 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Dallas Howard 



Paul Dillon 
9444 Stone Rd 
Litchfield, OH 44253-9702 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Paul Dillon 



David Neuendorff 
2228 Scottwood Ave 
Toledo, OH 43620-1102 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
David ISleuendorff 



Wayne Toven 
4619 Industty Rd 
Ravenna, OH 44266-9383 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttlities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Wayne Toven 



Jason Grahara 
PO Box 1653 
Kent OH 44240-0031 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that In addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Jason Graham 



Keith Hamilton 
7723 Tylers Reserve Dr 
West Chester, OH 45069-8506 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Keith Harailton 



Priscilla Mitchell 
737 Ridgewood Ave 
Hamilton, OH 45013-3201 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not competttive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilittes' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Priscilla Mitchell 



Gre Mulvey 
10 Whites Rd 
Marietta, OH 45750 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Gre Mulvey 



Edith De La Fuente 
10310 Mayapple PI 
Broadview Heights, OH 44147-
3684 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Edith De La Fuente 
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Gre Mulvey 
10 Whites Rd 
Marietta, OH 45750 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not competttive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio elecfric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Gre Mulvey 



Colleen McElligott 

OH 43214 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilittes' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttlittes' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costtng 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Colleen McElligott 



Karen Wilson 
2298 Talon PI 
Marion, OH 43302-8268 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric uttlittes' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costtng 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Wilson 



Edith De La Fuente 
10310 Mayapple PI 
Broadview Heights, OH 44147-
3684 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old cogl plants on ray dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation, 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Edith Ue La Fuente 



Edith De La Fuente 
10310 Mayapple PI 
Broadview Heights, OH 44147-
3684 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not competttive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negattvely impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Edith De La Fuente 



Maty &arap; G. R. Harailton 
3646 W 148th St 
Cleveland, OH 44111-3139 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

We do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on our dime. These plants are not competittve with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Mary &amp; G. R. Harailton 



Faith Leibowitz 
132 Glen Cfr 
Worthington, OH 43085-4008 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetttive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Faith Leibowitz 



Janet Dietrich 
7867 Hunters Ridge Dr 
West Chester, OH 45069-2035 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Many other states are realizing the financial waste by bailing out 
their old coal plants and are actively developing renewable energy that 
creates jobs and prevents health and climate problems. Ohio needs to 
be on this leading edge. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Janet Dietrich 



Caroline Seyler 
I3HickotyHolw 
Blue Ash, OH 45241-3241 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Caroline Seyler 



Stephen Farraer 
369 Dutch Ridge Rd 
Portsraouth, OH 45662-8735 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public heahh 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Stephen Farmer 



Brian Rader 
10851 Pomona St 
Miamisburg, OH 45342-4866 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Brian Rader 



Crystal Mintz 
331 CarapSt 
Sandusky, OH 44870-2227 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and mercuty pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Ctystal Mintz 



Julie Mcnally 
4481 Eastwood Dr Apt 17205 
Batavia,OH45I03-247I 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Julie Mcnally 



Williara Lawrence 
245 Rains Cir 
Zanesville, OH 43701-6289 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric uttlittes' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coa] plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
William Lawrence 



Ann C. McGill 
1947RocklynDr 
Brunswick, OH 44212-4071 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty poUution. 

I do not want to pay raore for a company bail out and less protection 
for me. Let them pay for their own lousy (supposedly stupid) consuraer 
biU. 

Sincerely, 
Ann C. McGill 



Drew Harbin 

OH 45248-4134 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Drew Harbin 



Brian Henke 
27919 Knickerbocker Rd 
Bay Village, OH 44140-2152 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coa) plants on ray dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Brian Henke 



Daniel Baer 
45 Kenyon Brook Dr 
Worthington, OH 43085-3629 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negafively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Daniel Baer 



Jacqueline Nelson 
1246 Clarendon Ave SW # 2 
Canton, OH 44710-2121 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilifies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic poUution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollutton and negattvely impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costtng 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Jacqueline Nelson 



Adelaide Schaaf 
10803 Lake Ave 
Cleveland, OH 44102-I27I 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

Everything after this first paragraph is a 'canned' message. But THIS 
paragraph is al! me, Adelaide D. Schaaf, a life-long resident of 
Cuyahoga County - and an inveterate voter. Here's what I think about 
you and your Republican act to make the entire population of Ohio pay 
to keep old, increasingly dirty, increasingly polluting, increasingly 
deadly coal-powered electric plants going: At the cost of the lives of 
who-knows-how-raany ordinaty Ohioans, you and your lot have, once again, 
benefitted the wealthy. Congratulations. The people you've benefitted 
are, like yourself, ones who have enough money to be able to live far 
away from the polluting effects of these spewing coal plants. For the 
rest of us, the act you've gotten passed is no different than making US 
pay to become diseased and disabled. Ebola is a virus, an air-borne 
virus, in its way no different than the lung diseases caused by 
air-borne coal pollution. What you've done with this act is no 
different, really, than saying to Ohioans "Here's a really deadly 
disease. What we demand of you, now, is that you pay these few really, 
really rich guys so that they can deliver this deadly disease to you. 
Now, that's fair, isn't it?" The answer to which, of course, is 
"No, it's NOT fair. It's not fair and it's not right and it's not 
the best thing for Ohio families and the Ohio econoray, not now and not 
going forward into the future." Sacrificing the health of the 
raany to the benefit of the few is not just iraraoral, it's econoraically 
foolish. 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addhion to costtng 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Adelaide Schaaf 



David Burwasser 
333 W College St 
Oberiin, OH 44074-I4I2 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competittve with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributtng to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

It's a classic case of darwinisra for the poor and welfare for 
corporations. 

Sincerely, 
David Burwasser 



wendy russell 
129 Glen Cfr 
Worthington, OH 43085-4007 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilittes' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
wendy russell 



Linda Beckraan 
9007 Bindley Mounts Rd 
Blanchester, OH 45107-8405 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Linda Beckraan 



Denise Nutt 
6456 Old Church Way 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068-431; 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in additton to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Denise Nutt 



Lisa Pace 
2067b Higby Dr 
Stow, OH 44224-1483 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's raarket prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while confributing to climate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilittes' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio-electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Lisa Pace 



Maty Saunders 
1874 Park PI 
Fairfield, OH 45014-4978 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Maty Saunders 



Karen Payne 
7576 Staley Rd 
OrweU, OH 44076-9336 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric uttlittes' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negattvely impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Payne 



Jennifer Robinson 
16 Dover Rd 
Springfield, OH 45504-1101 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to cosfing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and mercuty pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Jennifer Robinson 



Kathleen Faist 
429 E 2nd St 
Delphos, OH 45833-1706 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufiHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen Faist 



Jennifer Robinson 
16 Dover Rd 
Springfield, OH 45504-1101 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not competttive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollutton and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to cosfing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Jennifer Robinson 



Kathleen Baka 
9174 Regency Woods Dr 
Kirtland, OH 44094-9381 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen Baka 



Frank Davis III 
13560 Cinnaraon Lane Ave NW 
Mogadore, OH 44260-9200 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollutton and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Frank Davis III 



Greg Nielsen 
19194 Hunt Rd 
Strongsville, OH 44136-8345 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttlittes' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Greg Nielson 



Jaraes Sraith 
7137MarceIHneCt 
Cleveland, OH 44125-1112 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
James Smith 



Hardress J. Waller, Phd 
10635 Maumee Western Rd 
Swanton, OH 43558-9681 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric uttlities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Hardress J. Waller, Phd 



Catherine Sindelar 
1200 Michigan Ave Apt 105 
Colurabus, OH 43201-3393 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Catherine Sindelar 



Tararay Sirakins 
881 W Fairview St 
ChiUicothe, OH 4560I-I302 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Taramy Simkins 



Carolyn C Stroombeek' 
5824 Abiding Way 
Madison, OH 44057-2404 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilittes' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Carolyn C Stroorabeek' 



Michael Webb 
1805 Yellow Pne 
Araelia, OH 45102-2813 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Deaf PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in additton to costtng 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Webb 



Carol Triefler 
1577 Algiers Dr 
Cleveland, OH 44124-3323 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollutton and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttlities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Carol Triefler 



Maty Jones 
7588 East Wat Rd 
Colurabus, OH 43221 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Mary Jones 



David Cohen 
89 S Stanwood Rd 
Colurabus, OH 43209-1872 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costtng 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
David Cohen 



ALAN DICKIE 
26894 Frederick Ave 
Colurabia Station, OH 44028-9804 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric uttlittes' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic poUution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation, 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
ALAN DICKIE 



Paul Ravenscraft 
171 Wedgewood Ave 
Cincinnati, OH 45217-1927 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Paul Ravenscraft 



Brenton McCoy 
360 Dorchester Rd 
Akron, OH 44320-1352 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollutton and negatively irapact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Brenton McCoy 



Para Leonard 
19499 Coshocton Rd 
Mount Vernon, OH 43050-8275 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetttive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Para Leonard 



Mathew Gallo 
2879 Danielle Dr 
Westlake, OH 44145-4759 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic poUution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Mathew Gallo 



Rodney Mathison 
550 E 4th St 
Delphos, OH 45833-1503 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out thefr 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Rodney Mathison 



Richard Csorba 
904 Bristol Ln 
Sfreetsboro, OH 44241-4870 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not compethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttlities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Richard Csorba 



Karen Hughes 
1055 Northridge Rd 
Colurabus, OH 43224-2739 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coai 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetttive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Hughes 



Holly Heighberger 
12890 W Linden Ln 
Cleveland, OH 44130-5815 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercuty pollutton. 

Sincerely, 
Holly Heighberger 



Gertrude Waller 
10635 Mauraee Western Rd 
Swanton, OH 43558-9681 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Gertrude Waller 



Victoria Gullickson 
6609 Refugee Rd SW 
Etna, OH 43062-8625 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Victoria Gullickson 



Ellen Daniels 
12818 North Rd 
Cleveland, OH 44111-4561 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ellen Daniels 



Jennifer Wiest 
254 N Sandusky St 
Delaware, OH 430I5-I632 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not competittve with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in additton to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Jennifer Wiest 



Bonnie Venters 
1310 Heraraingway Dr 
Fairbom, OH 45324-9455 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilittes' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Bonnie Venters 



Scott Robins 
2302 South Ave 
Toledo, OH 43609-1609 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Scott Robins 



Julie Viergutz 
5227 Daleside Ave 
Cleveland, OH 44I34-1101 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not compethive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Julie Viergutz 



Ryan Yanchar 
7852 Debonaire Dr 
Mentor, OH 44060-5342 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilhies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic poUution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while conttibuting to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ryan Yanchar 



Barbara Mc Conaghy 
7075 Faulkner Way 
Dublin, OH 430I7-I038 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costtng 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Barbara Mc Conaghy 



Adeline Roberts 
7994 Worthington Park Dr 
Strongsville, OH 44149-1545 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coramissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilittes' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Adeline Roberts 



Para Clark 
12173 Graham Dr 
Orient OH 43146-9112 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Para Clark 



Wendy Worth 
3980SilvanerDr 
Colurabus, OH 43230-6418 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Wendy Worth 



Lynn Bozich Shetzer 
2625 Aylesbuty St NW 
North Canton, OH 44720-4593 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric uttlittes' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapethive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Lynn Bozich Shetzer 



Steven Springer 
11421 AppletonDr 
Cleveland, OH 44130-4279 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coramissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetittve with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilittes' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Steven Springer 



Dale Makay 

Verrailion, OH 44089-2614 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negattvely irapact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addhion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Dale Makay 



Pafricia Wakeraan 
9 Locust Hill Rd 
Cincinnati, OH 45245-3113 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Coraraissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to cliraate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's uttHties' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot, sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Patricia Wakeraan 



Anne Kodish 
809 Sheffield Ave NE 
Massillon, OH 44646-4443 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on ray dirae. These plants are not corapetitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilhies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio frora reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Anne Kodish 



Judy Frii'̂ ŝ-. 
3 2 0 0 QW-:&:r< 
Toledoi^Si:: 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out thcj 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not corapetitive vvich 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxicpolli tiyn 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, B 
known to cause major air pollutton and negatively impact pub k heaiih 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy le'iar.ce 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation, 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longcr 
economically feasible is bad public policy that in addition to .̂ iTiiing 
Ohio electric custoraers more, will prevent Ohio from reducir. jtargeroiis 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and mercuty pollution. . 

Sincerely, 
Judy Price 



Eric Gulley 
271 Storington Rd 
Westerville, OH 43081-1311 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Coramissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Coraraissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' atterapt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's raarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollutton 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause raajor air pollution and negatively irapact public heahh 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
eraissions of carbon, soot sraog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Eric Gulley 



John Strohscher 
720 W College Ave 
Woodville, OH 43469-1338 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dirae. These plants are not corapetttive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have sorae of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
econoraically feasible is bad public policy that in additton to costtng 
Ohio electric custoraers raore, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot smog and raercuty pollution. 

Sincerely, 
John Strohscher 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,s:>2 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is l<nown to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation, 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

""-Z^y g /A^̂ 52:v^ <)i Cnk^Uj<r.n{^. ^.Tt/g 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE ZIP . . ' 

PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmento/ news, information and action alerts. 
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Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
conUibuling to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

' ^ r / ey ^rju//^c^A^t'A 
NAME 

ADDRESS •' CITY, STATE, ZIP :<; / r r r v CTATC 7 ID ' 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED i m Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

/\tf-ViVu AdA^ATj 
t ^ \ 6^k£l r^//i:lov^W 6H QS>}o 

ADDRESS^',/ i ^ ^ ^ -^ y -7 -? CITY, STATE, ZIP '̂ (̂ d-̂  ^ ̂ A K^/7 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
envfronmentof news, m/ormotion and oction alerts. 
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Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME\- ZTTi \ ^ } ^n^i ^p\lA ^y CoL^iU,nH) H^z^c^ 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 
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Dear.Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

! do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

t 
:SS J ^ - A t - CITY, STATE, ZIP p. . . 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 gtop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 
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SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1891 

Dear.Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson; '• -'*'-

• '• .J.do.npt support Ohio's electric utilities'.attempt;|^.pail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
• •''.•market prices for electricity, and they spew toxlb'-^fillution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

.: Coal,' which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^ T L l /^^ / I ' f e / lcUaRcn fe/ G ^ i i . i m L u ^ D l i ^ . -^2X1 
ADDRESS i \ CITY. STATE, ZIP 7 

PHONE EMAIL O 
mcL-i\4 <r~.^nx 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1392 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
T,W \ ^ ^ W ^ g^^^^ l^rixvqW m 

ADDRESS "-^ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

http://Dear.Gov


SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1891 

Dear.Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health white 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

o h &.Ofn J ' C n ^ ' ^ l l ^ ^ ^ n 
N A M E 

"^33A <^^ /̂̂ gr^ /\[/c Q/u^^^^.Oh. ^3Zjl 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1852 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

A Q l i ^ l ^ / f / / , - , 1 ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP , ^ ^ ' ' , , 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

http://Dear.Gov


SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear-Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

!mm^-JkiMj^ 
NAME imMMĴ jkd n^^ 0^ wj^^o 
ADDRESS . CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED >893 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov, Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coat plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

(!)roc\< me y e r 

ADDRESS 5DRESS ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP , r \ ' i 

PHONE EMAIL ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear-Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coai, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

/̂ /SS/ b ^ a 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP ^ 
r . ( ^ -S IG-S \S- ( /^/l/ '.^LJhJ/l^& CmA^uCt^H 

PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, Information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1891 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coai plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

lESS ~ ^ CITY/^TATE, 'Z IP ' ' ~ j ^ _ _ 

JE EMAIL ^ / " / / f 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely 

N A M E 

ADDRESS 

PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS . , , „ , ^ r CITY, STATE, ZIP 
ii H iCI II Ih 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and oction alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FouNDEP . 3 " Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov, Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

\ Jhirysl OZohji^ 
NAME ' i /T iUvÂ TW ^ 
ADDRESS US . / ^ t I d£::r- i£rr \ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

";m^TT^ OH i ^ P ^ 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
„C_LUB^ 

FOUNDED i s « Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 
Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, " 

N A M E ^ , / - S ^ •-> ] r t ^ \ ' • :s^^Cx^c^s\^^. r^ior^tP-) , OH -^3aH 
ADDRE 

PHONE E M A S . 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
four<DED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

fceXvMU,<^^ Ck - [/Vl(WA<sLgc> 

T7/0 DaR5^-r5^/?e£ i^n. Coi^u^fhu-s .Qf^ 4/.?;^^? 
NAM! 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coai, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

T^/g/; /> ^. S -hr-.(=t. ( ^ 
_^^ ^ . T>od.r,-Joo CoL'̂ Au^ ^ O^ 'o . ^ 3 J ^ - ^ 

NAME 

ADDRESS - , ;_ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic poilution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation, 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

2hlL^A 
g ^ l p y T ^ l ^ J" 

NAME 

"°"" ^ j T ^ /).// y,k.?^l2""'" 
PHONE ^ 1 ' EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay Informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
fouNDtD 1851 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^CA(\ r^ 
^ NAME 

rCC •-' / ' r i T V CTATC -71D ADDRESS ^ ^ ^^ . ' CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
_CLUB_ 

FOUNDED 1392 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 
Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coai, we have some of the worst air in the nation, 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

'S2t M ^ 'er^ 
NAME Ucx ^i(0 , V-e l̂M %r'v^A^(9 4 'j^2.%7 

CITY,^ATE)ZIP ^ ADDRESS (e) ' i - '^ni- iCr^w^ 
PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Udo not support Ohio's electric utilities'̂ attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my diitie. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should nothave.to^pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
" " contr![}Uting to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

• • • . • " • . 1 - . ' ^ --•-A 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coaVjjIants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
,1 '̂efectric customers more, will prevent Ohio frprr?)educing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

LHIM^^P. . \)H 
" ^ . C i P t 

CITY, STATE, ZIP. 

PHONE EMAIL 
JmM /.: GPm. 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

Qgyo \o^v\r\ py. 

Dapiss 7 7~T CITY, sfATE, zife) '. 1 ^ 77~^ 

IpHE 7 EMAIL ' (J 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc COBI Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

l^o^ckJ 1><LI: 

'"' '"'n-]I^V L\lo&r-^ H o ^ Solo^ Oh) ^ v / ^ 7 
ADDRESS,. ^ _ i f x f r ^ r ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and oction alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED i m Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^h€\V7^ \C\\Gh\{\ 
Wo27_ i^madr^Nj Mf l>yi\im, OH ^ ^ ^ Q 

i ADDRESS V - -^ _ 4 ^ , ' CITY,-'STATE,ZIP ^ ^ i 
rq^-l)7gT^i(?ql YUch\r\.\\ci0Siie.riu 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS ' -CITY, STATE, ZIP V/ 

PHONE EMAIL ' 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coai, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contnbuting to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution, 

Sincerely, 

v̂  
NAME 

\m kl^J y}. /JUy.Qt^ ^HVi\ 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, inforn^ation and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution! 

Sincerely, 

/?./; / / / / .. 
NAME 

PHONE ' EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

N A M E - — ) " ( J V t > — ' ^ ^ — 

ADDRESS CITY, STAfE , ZIP T 

PHONE E M A I L - ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED .892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS- .- ^ - / ^ , ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP , . , ^ / 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

N A M E 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop Thc Coal Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

CAoup, te^ 
NAME 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop Thc Coal Pluut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
nlarket prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economicaily viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

m viW 
Tw wm i'̂ (̂ ^ mi^tuu^B 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coskl Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincere^ • ^ ^ 

^ (&-IA ^ c M o d 

---^-7 7/ > | , , > ^ D r . j^feTK /^ L ^^/7^V 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE Tfei-C^iS'^m) ™"̂  ocVvoa '^^eS^<• | .c^ 
Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED .892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

C>k IrfooW!) 

DCCC 1 r i T V CTATC 7 I D 

NAM! 

ADDRESS ~ * CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes yau a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contnbuting to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

pHo\iE_J ^ E^^ir T^^y^^HyJ 

Providing your email address mokes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED .892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^ A J A W A N W/^P. 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP , 

PHONE EMAIL ^ V 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and oction alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

PHONE EMAIL ^ -^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED .892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, whichgenerates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and oction alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely^, ^,,—-^ 

N A M " 

ADDRESS 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and Involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
•cf ^^U-i^ }J^ j f ^ ^ - ^ 7 

ME EMAIL > / 

ADDRiSS 

PHO 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1S92 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

m,, Po^l^^ 1 NAME 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1891 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerejyr 

NAME ^3 O, 13/c.^ A ^ 
°̂°̂ "̂  G:.V>. OkS LfflS''''''" 

PHONE C p l ^ — f f y J — ^ ( ^ O ' ' ' ' ' " s i ^ o U ^ C i ^ C ^ S l - ^ l Q Y J S ' ^ ^ C ^ W , . s s ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,891 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while, 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury poilution. 

Sincerely, 

if. 1̂ 6̂ ^ QZ/l 
NAME 

ADDR£SS 
^fZlXhA^j^ rJ^^A^ O ^ "^^21^ 

DRESS ^^^ ^ ^ . ^ y CITY,STATE, ZIP- ^, 

PHONE EMAIL 7 / ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED I39J 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coai plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

r PHONE ( EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME__ 
^ 

ADDRESS 

EMAIL ^Zyj PHONE 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop Tfac Coal Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not Support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

: S w 5 Vfr. Uk-V.T̂  
iOt^ &< k̂ n ^ ^ ^ ^ Ĉ xUivvv.Wu3 O^ ' i ^ lX i 

^ ,t ^ ^ y f t ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP , r- -^ ^ 

^ — — j jf 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FoufJDED .892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more fordlrty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy thai, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

/?. '>\ ^ I f CITY, STATE, Z IP^" J ^ — - , T 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop Thc COEI Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely 

^(mot^^ cAm\dK\̂  
^ g ^ ^ / v Mi^' qfti^aNMA ,̂ 1-Ko A^T^ 

^PHONE 

Ci;E:^r*F7VFE, ZIP 

EMAIL 

Providing yovf email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As o participant, you'S! stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc COBI Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coai, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

Or)c)ov(k\ Vr^Wc^-^r" 
ADDRESS 

Q.'hî  ^vA-V^u^n^cA U \ QV-
ufi M^-i^'m CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE / EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coai plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS ' »'CITY, STATE, Z I P / . / 

PHONE 

" CITY^TATE, ZIP^ . / 

F M A I ! ' t-

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1S92 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury poilution. 

Sincerely, 

-Toofo^ hc^ror 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

PHONE 

ITY, STATE, ZIP 

EMAIL 
[OJX^ ) 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

-e. 
NAM ^ ^ \ IkW^A^^g ck^ (Dv( ^(sax^/ 
ADDRE ^r^-^-z.-^- C io CITY, STATE, ZIP . ^_ . | 

V A S ^ ^ A ^ O •c>-
PHONE EMAIL 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

liSlERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED (392 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

g}r rim^fjoiz J U ^l/umBiiC M \^yH^ NA 

ADDRESS m̂ -̂̂ ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP I \ ^ y ^ n I 

an4id^yrii//CQ(g mm). (Jtjvh NE' EMAIL 

Providing your email address mokes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

&. M^U 
£ , n ^ ^ ^ ^ i e?)]uAi6uQ & H M-3Z// 

ADDRESS 

PHONE JE EMAIL '-^ 

providing your email address mokes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ONE EMAIL ' T ~ ^ 

ADGgESS. 

PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'd stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^ A h J -
NAME -^^M^^ L:f' ^ P.cĴ um l ^ D/-h ^ h ^ ^ / 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE, Zip 

PHONE ;,, EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

/ ) y i A j j / - ^ " "^^ i ^ ] i 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

0^vA^/krk;ii:p 
CITY, STATE, ZIP ^ ^ , , , ^ ^ ^ 

r f tr t A I, • PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

"Sincerely, 

A / y ^ ^ Ibo^'^dirr^ 
NAME ^oKjKjdc^ -Xckfi^s CQlumhA\ ^ "^^T^TC-
ADDRESS sT^-'^^M- " ^ / k ^ l^laiT>4'^T(i'c>^fxF<:^>\ 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDEO 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competî ve with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME Rivrc I 

ADDRESS 

PHONE I M C ( 

CITY, STATE, ZIP \ J 

EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov, Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

:^mMi^ 
NAME *^ { I 

^i\ WVl ^ t-̂ '̂̂ -̂ADDRESS / ^ /O ' ^ *• J Cl'I'Y, STATE, ZIP M̂̂  
PHONE \A)^^^0 \A/lÂ V M/f/'/̂ ^ EMAIL \r,r I ^ ] , ^ ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay infornjed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity; and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

/o^B^ /-fr^^f^^ -^/ CJuv^U.y^ , 6?f4- ' ^ l ^ o / 
NAME 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME lAIVIt , f - ^ Y . 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news. Information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1 8 9 ! 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

y^ J lY^otJ Jp*->iJ 

NAME 
^ } 0 ^\)i/^}i^C. ^ , u^.-^TW"**-T^^ OiA L f i a r r ' 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc COBI Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants tliat are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
SS (A/ ^t(so i i Co(syOlA ^iSioT. 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1852 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coai plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

*'M.</V\^ 

''^770 ^..\<ii. Or. V ^ a U , 0 H . H i 7 7 
ADDRESS Q^ , ^ , A-p CITY, STATE, ZIP 

P^7-2AH'^ I97 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,89! Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

\l,ll(m l̂ g>#/ 
N A M E 

CITY. STATE. ZIP i ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL ysa<^ fh d^-^'X c ^ 
Providing your email address makes yau a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED >892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRE^ 

PHONF 

e- \Md-\ \ft\r̂  ̂  r>U\'4)as, h^ 4K l (n -
^̂ S)"?̂ "̂  -7;^^'i( w^^'yfav/nl^OAMml. c ̂ aÂ^̂  

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt, to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely^ 

NA 
Z I 

PHONE EMAIlT' I PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically vlable'ls bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
ADDRES^ 

2 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air arid water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME ^ ! ^ r ~ \ * . 
'nJbK -T, ?^\a\^_ fW^ CoVuwvi^^ OH 457-0 

ADDRESS I \ « ^ ^ - J CITY, STATE, ZIP ^ , , 

PHONE EMAIL ^ " ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, v̂ fill prevent Ohio frjmjeducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, ^^cOw ^ r 

IWr. Barry White 
NAME m S m m I776 Drew Ave. Apt. l i3W 

Columbus, OH43235 
ADDRESS^. , . \ . ^ . ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP ^ 1 A 

PHONE ^ -^ EMAIL 

Providing your emoJJ address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov, Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

J ^ (l^ l/liuA4Z^ 
NAME 

^ y / ^aA/u,tJ Cf h f̂mlMf (QIAW ¥jim 
ADDRESS CITY, STAJE, ZJ 

'ir)A 

PHONE r y ^ ^ ^ - / s ^ 5 / 
/ 'ti A^(P^ iyc/^€Citi'^hsA^-^ 

EMAIL 
'MSCSM 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coai plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME o - - ,/V^ ' / 
^ i ? ^ ^ ^ (T l t xe^ A^o^ln c^^ C^Lc.^^^^df(-J:<r Y J L J ^ 

ADDRESS ^ , _ - . . _ - _ ^ ^ [. CITY, STATE, ZIP ^ ^ . 

_ _ _ — _ ^ ^ f M A I L " - / ^ ^ ^ - / ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED >^9l Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^̂ "̂  /C^rs^ ^ ^ - r ^ ^ / 
ADDRESS , CITY, STATE. ZIP 

PHONE ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ ' ^ ^ ^ C ™ ' " ' 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME ^^1 /4^r^A^/d' 1>U-^^< ^^ ^ ' ^ I S ' 
6(^ S^/. ^ ' ^ ^ ^ "'' ' ' ' ' ' ' '""f^^-ta^^^13(^l'i\/t:Cjyy-

ADDRESS 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDRESS y ^ ^ ^ "̂  W^ '^J^ -^-ou^ - —^ 
PHONE ^ EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS \ ^ ^ T ~ \ ^ / ^ " T ^ , STATE, ZIP ' ^ ^ ~ ^ \ ^ _ , 

(o(UHr%^'^l^'i w 7 n { u M T € ^gqf /Mg ( L CO(A^ 
PHONE EMAIL "̂  f \ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental newi, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson. 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coai plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

"nh .tohn M\i IV-̂  PaM^k, (\W 43oii2 
ADDRESS ^ A -* . CITY, STATE, ZIP 

^\)-1^^lO\^ 
PHONE EMAIL 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDRESS . ^ u xn-y ,STATE,SIP ^ ,A " , 

PHONE*^ ^ ^ FMAIL ^ - ^ ^ * 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

oCCC. T^lUv^ iU 
NAME 

> . . ( P f T T \ . /i ^ A A STATE, ZIP " h A l \ ^ N ^ f g ' ^ ^ ^ ^ <CÎ  .STATE, ZIP . ^ ^ ^ ^ ( J ^ O I A Q . C O H / ^ ' 
EMAIL J 

ADDRESS 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 

environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

Sk^YiALO b ^ ^ 
2j)^ rf̂ ^A A^usc P ^ i fcdi€î < ĉL <gH ^3bu;^-
SS ' ' . . ^ ~ - j . ^ ~ v — i i / I CITY, STAIE, ZIP , rK - ^TZI 

7 FMAII ^ 

Providing your email address makes yau a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and oction alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FouNDEo 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

PRAklK &(JgAM 
^ESS _ ^ ^ CITY, |TATE, ZIP I ^ i ^ J y i - ^ f T S ' i - * - * / « * 

NAM 

ADDRESS f r c ^ n r a b a n k s @//,,rr>»ai Uor^ 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 

environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED J892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

NAME TT ly\5 
h % ^ ^ n^-pK ^ I L x ^ ^ K»Jl/oxi Cî ^ n l / HSQVS 
Dtrcc 'J r r r v CTA-^^ ^ P ADDRESS . ^ CITY, STATE, Zir 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Ths Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

t^\\5UUi Vlv 
S9?^ M^^W4\?.VLI,; ^A- UA.lHl 1 ^ 2 1 0 

ADDRESS,, ,_ . A ^ ^ . i CIIXSTATLZIP ^ . , ^ - \ 91 

PHONE EMAIL —^ X '^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^QMAfMl ^O/mFM 
NAME LAUfif.Kj Bt^. î̂ igt 
ADOHEss 3^1^ Cf>'5vx;ai. pr,ve""'"^"-^'^ C^LUMP,U< 0^,^^3220 

Providing your email address makes yau a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and Involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts, 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coai, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely^ 

NAME , ; /> 
\ ^ ^ / ^ l iQOiLJf 

L^t-.^,) LLp /u.^HtjdiAsjCy/v4>^j:^ 

PHONE ^ - / m Coi EMAIL 
^xr>^(^ ^ ^ L^o&^^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1392 stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request lo bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

PHONE 
C//' 5g^y- ^frZ CTV, STATE, Z,P ^ / ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ Q ^ 

EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew-toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
i ? q ^ Cf^esW^gi^ ^-r /?eyA;ouJ4bu//g.G O H . H^ObS^-fi^G 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and oction alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

_ikhji£^£k€ 
NAME 6^^I C f M t ^ ' X h ^ (j&m^^Off-4^22-^ 
ADDRESS, , 1 , f ^ / i -^ t?On CITY, STATE, ZIP %/4-^56-^5X^-
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

mull hi^TAM 
N A M E 

ADDRESS , " , , ^ ^ i r ^ , ^ CITY, S T A T E , / p , ' " . 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

fhfk.jr U. LhilC 
""a_?.'7GWi <?̂, ̂ 4Y>I rlDl, Qob/m^iS 

ADDRESS 

Vfmnian40¥^ i-(^^^ 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

, ^urO'^L.eY 
ADDRESS 

^̂ ^̂ ^ 1014^^^4-1'7b^l EMAIL 

\ \ f : i fi*^ n f^nT^\r\<r\nr\^ \tr^\\'k\ c tnM t n f n r m o W nnW \n\ir>,\\\eiA ijiii+J^ ttvO i n t a c t Providing your emot'J address makes you a porticjpont o/the Sierra Club's online community. As o porticipont, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1392 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^ ^ iodu Scark 
NAME / 

AlU^Utf ObLoH %7^zd 
ADD] M-30^^'ib'5\ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 
- ^ S^^xhdl LAJny^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
louwDED i!« Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME ^SS r̂  Z\^- S4 Ccl^ OU ^32-63, 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

^ ^ ^ " 3 ) 1 1 ^ ^ 7 ^ ^ 7 - C^^r>fc'S@ ^rr>oJ.i - c o m 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 189! Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

dednne M.dvln 
"""hh^ &e^ch BrWe, aohimhuifx oh in t^cbzas 
ADDRESS rv —̂  t.1 r̂  yJ > CITY, STATE, ZIP ^ . . 

PHONE ^ - ^ E M A I L < ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and Involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

Tv^ (ĝ r/- PAir î n^̂ t<~kr.r?̂  '0 M i n ^ 
APDRESS . ^ - , / . ^ ^ CITY, STATE, zfP / A r ^ c L f C ' f f . 

PHONE EMAIL ^ - ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

i do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

)DRESS CITY, STATE, Zip 
f£?/y 3 ^ ( ' 1 1 11 tY ian ' ^n Hr ohi '0(^, a m a i l . c ^ 

ir~)NF FMAI I O 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay Informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1392 Stop j h c COBI Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

Q ]i fî  ^Ul^^ 'bi CM-

---1 . , ^ A ^ i ^ ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP ' 

EMAIL C 3 

^ O , 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^2^A-^h^ (^r \gJ£^ 
NAME ^ - ~ ^ ^ f ^ i I 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1391 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

dstO'k^x.ry C ' R f " c e 
NAME 

'^QSO ^ . Ho^iifi t J 
A D D R E S S ^ , . . X CITY, STATE, ZIP <r ^ / . / / / ^ /V U t C n :> 

PHONE [1T7) U H - 0 ^ ^ ^ ™^" ^ ' ^ € n t ^ ^ i ^ a ^ ^ ^ , . p ^ o / & O o f U ^ k . c . H. 
Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news. Information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME , ' " I ^~ ^ n y^r r \^o'rn\/^f^vff/l6/ -f/yWvv^ o H ^ T l Q f 
ADDRESS ^ .CITY-STATE, ZIP 

EMAILI [j PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and oction alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc COQI Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electridty, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
JMgi yivcicr (̂ v̂ . Co\ l o ^ N^^cr, 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP < 

PHONE EMAIL C/ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

jOeACkyl Pi^ci-
NA 

ADDRESS DRESS C J yClTY, STATE, ZIP 
6e^-%< ( L ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ A ^ ^ c ^ * * - ^ 

PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 

contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME A ft 

ADDR^S^ ^ " ^ ^ K ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP ' 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 

contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^\A^^aa U Q £ ^ M ^?^0d-

PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED i » « Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

.DDRESS y ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

HONE EMAIL " ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

• ' CITY, STATE,ilP ~, 7^37 

NAME 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, t ip _ ^ , , , - y ^ ^ ^ 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED i » « Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and wafer. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE 6 / ^ - ^ 5 - ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^^^'' 

Providing your email address makes yau a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay Informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news. Information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coai plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME / 6 x f ldt t^aofiT iZp 
ADORES^ ^ , , / y ^ ^ i / / CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

M^b vJioiA^S 
NAM 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay Informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
k̂ -%{ ^cLfl^.bmshdf lOL^kfvi\W Of l 4^0??^ 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

rw^l-k-Q !^ic(xc^(jay\' . Q O . C i O V ^ 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
SOUt^DED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

EMAIL u^P^tc i i^yojU^ J - ? ^ ^ ' W / <l€)^ ̂  PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy, 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

Cod 2 ^ 
NAME 

,Aj€i/^u^ \y^ C_i^)vr^b<A, , f ) ) \ 
ADDRESS 

r6^ nw l̂̂ k 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

c ^ ^ a ( Q / A e^ 
N A M E 

rO S-Q^n P^(xMl :> r 
ADDRESS 

tee 'f'foycf^.^qfioo^com 
•y. As a participant, you'll stay Informed and InJ/olvettwith the latest — I 

PHONE EMAIL , 

providing your email address makes you o participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay inf\rmed and inpolveawith the 
environmental news. Information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

r̂ AME 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL ^ /j ̂ Y/ i f iy L LMi ci-e (^r-hjy^^li - ^ ^ ^ 
Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

( f ^ /K1 Al. "CjKP^ 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news, Information ond action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
"lKn^r:>-Pnu^X>r A7,rA^ 0\viAf.^ DH AAQ^g) 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP _ ^ - s f̂  

PHONE EMAIL 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1S92 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These planfs are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

i l l / U\{\IW 
N A M E 

•s / / / / <? -,,--1 ^ Ji^(0,1 ''CITY,YTATE, zfp / / ' 11 Z ij m yio\ u^i '̂"""""'̂  (OI lip iWa)^m:L^,^ ADDRESS 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news. Information and oction alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
mari<et prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

.Sincerely, 

av\v\ 

A D D R E S S / ^ , 1 > C > . ^ — 7 / CiTY, STATE, ZIP ^ ^ / ' ^^ ^ 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you 0 participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

^tv fedjv-^t^^ oiuHv̂ ;̂) p l ^ V ? $ - ^ 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news. Information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUtlDEO lB91 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
' '1/1 • " 

NAME W5 U f ^ \kX (.(2iijm\f[E. hhI ^ ^ 7 ; ^ 
ADDRESS y/^-4f)A-¥^0 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

\-\£AKX2AJ\ I ^gW^^.CoA/U-
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1893 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

' " ' ' m SJTTDN fc^D o m W\^^ \~i. AIM 
ADDRESS CITvY/STTftTLZIP o\{i\Kk< \̂l\\2(p (AfVv̂ vlĉ nv. 
PHONE EMAIL / 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1392 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

PHONE ' EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

f^PflLl ^Ayob g g ? ^ ^ 
NAME J ^ ' 7 9 ' Jr̂ 7:>/A7UC>UA fi^e- <^o^c.^/?^s O ^ 'i3:ic^? 
ADDRESS ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay Informed ond Involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1891 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME jij \i(jY4m\ 

\^? tW^r^^ ^̂ '̂̂  a r ^ ^ 4̂ @ oMLi tarn 
ADDRESS / ^ j t r r - i / P i / i 110 / I n CITY, STATE 

PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and invol/efi with the latest 
environmental news, information ond oction alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED I B " Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

"V^ ^/^ 
NAME 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

t^iM (^^X -(^n-l^ 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED i3?2 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME \ 0 ^ME I '0 I i\ ft r 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 
q:<-|0-^qqO-p)S-Sto ^mx^f^Me/Z^cminA ^ CQY^ 

PHONE EMAIL ^ ^ ^ 

Providing your email address mokes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,891 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and ttiey spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

fvf IxA y g j U ^ 
^̂ "̂ 511 KJd^^ ^^rt Q^u^ib^5,5V, L^Jfl 

^E EMAIL ^ ^ / 
• ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, wilt prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^ -gJ -AA P ^ \ 2 - v \ ^ ^ 
NAME 

L 
ADDRESS V/ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

h ^ CiiV4tM H^i\k^ h ^ • Cdiu^l i^ D[{ ^ J ^ 0 • \ 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay Informed and Involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
'*'"""'"'" Protect Ohio's Clean Energy Standards 

Governor Kasich, 

In the six years since Ohio's Clean Energy Law (SB 221) was passed, we've seen the creation of thousands of jobs, lower energy bills, and cleaner 
air and water. Dismantling these standards will cause electrici^ bills to skyrocket and slash jobs in the clean energy industry that has helped power 
Ohio's economic recovery. 

Ohio's clean energy laws have helped our state's new energy industry employ over 25,000 Ohioans and they've helped more than 400 companies 
grow. In fact, the standards have led to more than 1,000 new Investments In renewable energy projects across the state — and every dollar invested 
in energy efficiency saves Ohio families $3 on their bills. To date, the Energy Efficiency Standard has generated $1 billion In energy savings for 
customers. 

Dismantling these consumer protections will cost customers billions of dollars and lead to significant job losses in a growing industry. The cun̂ ent law 
Is working, and we are relying on you to stand up for families, small businesses, schools, hospitals and local governments that can't afford to have 
their electricity prices Increase. Governor Kasich: stand up for Ohio's Clean Energy Law and protect the good jobs, energy savings, clean air and 
clean water that it provides. 

NAME 

Mr(i \T,Af^^ff^€'̂  
ADDRESS M CITY, STATE, ZIP 

^ 5 ? Hui^ir . r A ^ t 2>al̂ l̂cy<;̂  (lU ^"^apl 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay Informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED ,892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. . 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME /^^f VAIIMA Of M^i^rk J ^ r l U ^ O ^ <f^ o /o 
ADDRESS „ _ / CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As o participant, you'll stay Informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME _ ^ , 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^^^^Vi-^^-y MA^&o^on-U 

ADDRESS , .^ f / . a ^ , 
/ ^ | i l M ) 3 7 ) - i W 

I C - Q . Caur-^oi^ o"V4 ^ 3 U ^ 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plaut Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(A ) [M^y^\^1^ 

PHONE ^ EMAIL / (^y A 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community.-As a participant, you'll stay Informed and Involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED.»« Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
' electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

O^A;^// Hnl% 

ADDRissJTTT ~ 7 Z j \ r 7 Z T . CljŶ ST/̂ TÊ ZIP̂  "^ " J ^ ^ ' ^ -i . Of CITY, STATE^ ZIP ^ ^ / 

q(a^ 477 - ^ / 2 V ^olU..l p ^U.&d^ 
PHONE EMAIL ^ ^"—^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 

environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

t 
ADDRESS 

iRESS ^ ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP 
(6/^'3/?/-S/C:^3 v>€ra<2-r-\c-^io^, J ^m^ re>^ 
NE EMAl? / PHONE 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1891 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes yau a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1891 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, \ ( ^ s N 

NAME \'^)r^ HvbY)/] ( (JT-^/X ^&^t-
ADDRESS 

PHONE — ' EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable Is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

:ESS CITY, STATE, Z IP / /^^-) , . , 

977 C'^^ Q B ^ ? iP-^-^i^^^\ /^cc^A<^fAfO<9<^(^ ^ i J W ^ ' K ^ c ^ i 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS , CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news. Information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1891 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

ADDRESS^,, - ^ . ^ , r \ ^ ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP , 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED .892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due (0 Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

^ ^ J ^ I M ^ "T'l^tsT 

NAME 
^)u^fi/> M A * ^ 

ADDRESS 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

T)f\uil> <uy^ci^yAmeK-
NAME 

%.!$•/ M^^^^^i^^ f^ 
ADDRESS x - i ^ , „ )L i f r ^ n I , CITY, STATE; ZIP CoL. 0}i- ^SZ.// 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and Involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The COBI Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

'^%^4o 5/\A>î y L>^A^ £-^. cjo'^un^^^ ^ H ' 4 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ADDRESS ^ _ ^ ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP ^ , , ^ , ^ ^ , ^ 
_A22_^ll_Jl^S^ MATT p^v^^ge,<^ y/<Vi^^^ ̂ ^ / ^ 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME c~, ^ \u.^LXA/ Oh H^oiL 
ADDRESS 'pRESS^ CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
lOMNDED 1»91 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic poilution into our air and water. We should not have'to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 

ADDKESS 

^t »/( \ yt r r ' -7 r - - - ^ ^ > ^ EMAIL y ^ ^ 

Providingyotir email address makes yau a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informm and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

1 0:?.r.u Hrcxuocj)^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and Involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 

stop The Coal Plant Bailout FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants Uiat are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME Mdl 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

-S h aAt3̂ ^ Ŝ ^ (^r^lfrk \ 

ADDRESS ] 7 T 7Zr~^ ' CITY, Sf ATE, Z ^ 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news. Information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy ttiat. In addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

ADDRESS j ^ , ^ y y ^ r - ^ . , ^ ^ CITY, STATE, Z IP^ - ' ^ > I ^ r - i^ 

PHONE EMAIL / ^ / ^ 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED !892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coa\ plants that are no longer economicaily viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electtic customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

Bt)V> \A(ivV 
NAME U\si2L "^o^vne -et' r p p c l W ^ , m H'̂ W'y 
ADDRESS l^&JS^aM '̂""tmfî rrjlx.v^VlU .̂T^cfr>^ ^ 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1S92 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution info our air and wafer. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, Is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's uttlities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, wHl prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 0 _ ^ . 

ADDR 
b^T € ^^^j s-̂ -

e^-^^-^^"^ 

M J O ^ Z M Z ^ 

&iicĵ io<. (DK <t9i^ro: ^ ^ 6 j ' 
CITY, STATE, ZIP, 

^ ' i L ^ 5 a^<i/v^?t( sCQr-\ 1 ^ 
PHONE 

Providing your email address mokes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information ond action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilittes' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competttive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilittes' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costtng Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Slncerel 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

)gL&/r yoXĉ fC^ 

7 Al- f̂ ŷ h{(̂ Ŷ rJ A H m Otf i-f'̂ 7o3_ 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed ond involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 

Dear Gov, Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health while 
contributtng to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that. In addition io costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

Qr'j(Xy')r) ^AfiC 6J 
NAME l \3 ' ^ % u x v \ i ^ kvC' 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP Co\'h O^ ^3S6T 
PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 



SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop The Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilittes' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution Into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates neariy 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health while 
contributtng to climate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollutton. 

Sincerely, 

4 t C I (Ty/nL̂ A^ 
(ME. 

lESS ~ T ^ CITY, STATE, ZIP ' ' ~ ~ I 7 

JE EMAIL ^ CV 

Providing your email address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, informotion and action alerts. 

SIERRA 
CLUB 
FOUNDED 1892 Stop Thc Coal Plant Bailout 

Dear Gov. Kasich and Chairman Johnson, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilittes' attempt to bail out aging, outdated coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with today's 
market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution into our air and water. We should not have to pay more for dirty energy. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is known to cause major air pollutton and negatively impact public health while 
contributing to climate disruptton. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance on coal, we have some of the worst air in the natton. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out obsolete coal plants that are no longer economically viable is bad public policy that, in addition to costing Ohio 
electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 

NAME 
ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP 

PHONE EMAIL 

Providing your emoil address makes you a participant of the Sierra Club's online community. As a participant, you'll stay informed and involved with the latest 
environmental news, information and action alerts. 
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Jul 28,2014 » U O 0 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Pamela Cramer 



Kevin Davis 
3838 E l 89th St 
Cleveland, OH 44122-6565 

Jul 28, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Kevin Davis 



Jul 28, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

RECEiVEO-DOCKETINGDfV 
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PUCO 

Barbara Hoch 
196 N Kennebec Ave 
Mcconnelsville, OH 43756-1276 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Barbara Hoch 



John Contario 
1034 W Fosters Maineville Rd 

••• Maifteville, OH 45039-9703 

Jul 28,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities* attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
John Contario 


